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Senate Speaks In Respons-e
Kosinski's Reply
Dear Editor:
Though it should seem
ridiculous that I. or the Student
Senate. could possibly expect to
receive a fair representation
from the PRINT after Dave
Bachi' s perfor mance of two
weeks ago entitled "Senate corruption revealed" . I want to
take this opportunity to respond
to Mr. Bachi' s charges.
It is strange. though consistent. that in over four yea rs of
dedicated service to the student
body of Northeastern: this is only the second occasion in which
my honesty or integrity has been
questioned. Both attacks occurred closely before the senate
officer elections. and as the first
barrage was proven false . the
second will fall with equal ease.
I will deal entirely in facts. as
they relate to Bachi's letter, and
leave the job of clouding issues
with personal references to Mr.
Bachi.

To put it mildly. Mr. Bachi' s
article was untrue. distorted.
and unfai r . It is also full of
holes. such as his charge that
" Senate meetings constantly
lack quorum so that officers get
to do what they want." When a
meeting " lacks quorum" nobody
gets to do anything. The truth is.
the senate did not achieve
quorum a few times during the
summer. but for no more than it

has in past years during the
same period. As a matter of
fact. the current senate administration is enjoying one of
the highest attendance rates in
the organization's history.
Secondly. Mr. Bachi states
that " the Senate is in trouble
and the senators are unhappy
with it" . but he also maintains
that the senate is controlled by a
_big political machine. If Mr.
Bachi believes that a machine •
controls the senate.-he must also
believe that the majority of
senators support the offi cers and
Student Government policies.
Mr. Bachi needs t he concept of a
political machine to explain
away h is fai lure s . · When
something he wants isn't approved. he can blame it on " the
machine". rather than admit to
his own shortcomings. " The
machine" is not a structure
within the Studerit Senate. but a
product of Dave Bachi's mind.
I am not so bold as to say that
there a re no senators who are
unhappy with the senate. No
senate president could make
that claim . I have always been
interested in providing service
to the students. and not in winning any popularity contes~s. If
senato rs are unhappy. they
should voice themselves. and not
allow Dave Bachi to appoint
himself spokesman.

Rzepka's Reply
Dear Editor:
In response _to the letter written by Dave Bachi. I would like
to add my comments.
To begin with. Bachi's charge
that Bob Kosinski and I offered
him the editorship of the PRINT
as a bribe is a gross misrepresentation of the facts. Any
inferences made toward PRINT
editorships was mentioned with
the unsaid understanding that
these were elected positions.
Judging from any of the conversations between Dave Bachi
and m yself it is inconceivable to
me _that Bachi was led to believe
that I wanted him as a replacement to Editor-in-Chief Tom
Grossmayer, now or even after
the August PRINT elections.
There is no reason why I should
not want Tom Grossmayer to
continue in his role as PRINT
editor-in-chief. Tom oni:e asked
me if I wanted to resign because
he felt that it would be a relief in
view of my many other
responsibilities. He made the
suggestion at a public meeting
of the PRINT staff, and I never
interpreted this to be a volatile
or contemptuous action. If the
thought of impeachment was
mentioned, it was not stated in
my presence. As Associate

Editor. I have done all that I
was told I would have to do
when I was first asked to run for
the position. I saw no reason
why J should resign. If anyone
was dissatisfied with the job I
was doing, I would' try to do better. What more could anyone
ask?
Besides his references to my
editorial role with the PRINT.
Dave Bachi has also made many
harsh judgements as to the other
positions which I hold on behalf,
of the students.
All of the positions I hold were
attained through legal elections
and mostly because no one was
willing to sacrifi ce their time
and efforts for the respective
causes. If Dave Bachi . or the
PRINT, sees a student's devo- ·
tion to the student body as a
crime. then I m ust plead
" guilty" , but if he suggests that
my involvement with these
groups has been incompetent or
dishonest then I have to set the
record straight ~
It is not true that I show
favoritism to some clubs over
others when performing my
committee duties. If a club or
organization follows the policies
and procedures of the Student
Senate then their business will

Such as with Bachi' s contention that "'party' members all
know what to vote on when
others in the Senate don' t even
understand the issues and are
thereby effectively divided ."
Lobbying occurs in the Student
Senate just as in the United
States Senate. and on both sides
of every issue . No one is told
how to vote. The fact that Bachi
does not understand all of the issues is due to his own conceptual
inadequacies. and he should not
suppose others to have this deficiency. The issues are always
explained full y to the senate.
and there is always ample time
given to allow senators to ask
questions.
It· is not surprising that the
bulk of Dave Bachi's attack on
the sen~te-is directed toward the
Treasurer. Bill Rzepka. It is no
secrei that Dave Bachi does not
want Mr. Rzepka to run for
senate president in January. It
is also
secret that Mr. Bachi
would like to claim that title for
himself.
Mr. Rzepka has done more to
improve relations between the
senate and its' constituency
anyone in my memory. but Dave
Bachi says Bill Rzepka is corrupt. He bases this on the fact
that Bill Rzepka holds a number
of student offices. He does not
mention the fact that Mr.
Rzepka was first elected to chair
the Independent Club Board by a
nearly unanimous vote by members who were grossly dissatisfied by .,their former
leadership. He, also. neglects to
mention that. except for the of-

no

fice of treasurer, every position
be reviewed ~nd approved
without incident, provided, of
course, that the resources are
available and the committee
members are willing. I have ·
never refused to bring a business item before the Student
Fees and Allocations Committee
no matter how much I have disagreed with it, because every
student club or organization is
entitled to that privilege.
I resent Bachi' s implication
that I am not performing my duty as a student representative to
the Board of Governors. I had
publicly asked, at Senate meetings, and to individual students,
if they had any suggestions or
matters they would like me to
discllSs ·with the Board. Information regarding the Board meetings is readily available in my
office., This is certainly no less
than any other student representative has done in the past.
Dave Bachi' s charges seem to
come under very mysterious
circumstances. He is a relative
newcomer in student ·activities.

Bill Rzepka holds was achieved
editor. Mr. Bachi says that on
through unopposed elections. It
October 31. Bill Rzepka and I ofis a true test of service and deferred him the position of editor
dication when one accepts a
as a bribe so that it would be an
responsibility which nobody else
obvious advantage for the senate
wants . I must also add t hat
officer election in January.
every job Mr. Rzepka has ac- When Tom Grossmayer was
cepted is run effectively and
elected as Editor-in-Chief of the
PRINT in August . he was
honestly.
Mr. Bachi says that he doesn' t
elected to a one-year term. Both
believe that. He implies that Bill
Mr. Rzepka · and I were at the
PRINT staff meeting when this Rzepka uses his position on the
Student Fees and Allocations
policy was a pproved.Dave Bachi
Committee to allow some issues
was at this meeting. also. but he
or budgets to go through more
obviously forgot this fac~ when
smooth ly t ha n other s. Bill _he contrived his bribe story.
Rzepka chairs the committee
How could an editor' s election in
m eetings. but he does not conAugust have any effect on a
trol the committee. Mr. Bachi senate officer election in the
neglects to mention that he.
previous Janua ry? I admit to
also. is a member of the student
have discussed the PRINT .. with
Dave Bachi on more than one
fees committee and that he has
never voiced or voted opposition occasion. I have been critical,
to anything which has or has not
but no m ore criticai than Mr.
passed through the committee. Bachi himself. However, there
Are you being controlled too.
was never any talk of a bribe.
Dave?
Mr. Bachi could never receive
Bill Rzepka also holds the enough support from the PRINT
position of Associate Editor of staff to become · Editor-in-Chief
the PRINT, which brings me to and ttiat is something in which
what I feel is the ma,;t serious we can all be thankful.
OF Dave Bachi's charges. Mr.
There is much more to which I
Rzepka ran . for the editorial could respond, which includes
position last Augu.5t, not becal.l.5e
Mr. Bachi' s unusual criterion for
he particularly wanted it. but "friendship" and the PRINTs
because members of the PRINT definition of ethics, but this is
staff literally begged him to run
neither the time or the place.
so they could prevent Dave
I expect the attacks to conBachi from attaining any posi- . tinue all the way up until the
tion of power on the newspaper.
election in January, but, rest asIt is not difficult to figure out
sured , Dave Bachi and his ilk
why. Dave Bachi says, though.
will not keep-me from performthat I wanted him to be the . ing the duty for which I was
editor.
elected, no matter how hard
Dave Bachi says that I fear
they may try.
Thank you.
him because he opposes me, but
that I wanted him to be the
Robert J. Kosinski

Next Week's
Issue of
PRINT
Will Be The
Last Of The
Fall Term
yet supposes to know all the
answers . I have known him for
no more than seven months and
never regarded him as a close
friend . If Dave Bachi. indeed.
loves me like a brother. he has a
t t.'& '

strange way of showing it. but r
bear him no grudge.
With this behind us now, let us
all work together, for the betterment of Northeastern.
William J. Rzepka
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To the Editor :
H a v i n g re t urn e d . t o .
No rth eastern thi s semester.
after being away from school for ,
almost two yea rs. I found getting back into the swing of studying. ta king notes. and ·writing pape rs . almost as difficlilt :as ir
was th e firs t semester of
fres hman year. To add to the
difficu lty 'of the past ten weeks. I
recently was informed oy the.instructors of the two courses I
am taking that my name did not
appear on the final computer attendance sheets. They said : I
must have been dropped from·
registration: for soine · reason or·
another . To add insult to injury.
the next day I received a letter
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Stullents at No,lheasterir are smveYs have ;...;, conducted at'.: eurrerttl y takffig eou,sewm1, ;n
... mor~ . c~ricerned a_bo,ut .:_their , . UNI from t ime·to· time: this·
preparation -.for their involve. social lives than they' are ~bout will be uniq~e ·fn l'!VO ways: u :is merit: in :project act_ivities. They
their academic responsibilities.
a large-scale study which will be are also participating in the deMost of ·fhe faculty here; are . conducted without the assistance velopment _and testing of the
ge~uinely interested in st~n~s of a survey research center. and questionnaire to be used. It is
and their problems.
_
students themselves will be part felt that the ·study will benefit
Schoolwork usually has to:take -· ·of the r esearch team:
· greatly from bringing the stua " back seat" to famii°y .
The project w i 11 b e dent perspective into the reinsid_e. of me. told •me to hold my responsibilities. ,
· · · · coo rd i n at e·d b y Me Io d y search effort.
f ire. fostead: J" ptit "1Y ear to the
Marifuana .helps when it co~-' ~ Singleton. ·a senior · Kask_askia
·, Because UNI does not have a
little hol e 'only' to hear .. Yes. we es to c<_>ping with academi~ pre- student: whose area of concen• ' .research center -per se. the asdefinitely see where we made ssures. ·
·
•
tration is Survey Research. In · sistance· of various ·departments
the mistake." She sent me on
Students ~If be asked to addition to . interdisciplinary and university: personnel with
my way. after a grand total ·or re~pond to similar statements . coursework relevant · to her the expertise and · ,technical
four" minutes.: :assured that it ct"u·r i·n g . the . ~~ inter . ~:I 979 chosen field :, Ms. Singleton has · capabilities to support the study
wouJd : be .:Corrected that same trimester wherr the quality of been involved in•a wide ·variety · has' beenenlisted.-The s tudywill
day.
student life •at -Northeaste!"Q will of survey · reseach· activities be made possible because of the
From my memories of that be under a microscope. A l~rge- · through· her participation · in re- cooperation of -the university
e arlier article I fig_ured that this scale . survey research prQject. ·· search projects at 'Northeastern community and the pooling of
must have.been a fluke . I never. the U~I .Unde~graduate survey. and Northwestern . University - talents· that' exist within it. The
for' se6ond ..dropped my guard. ,wiIJ be conducted in an ef(Ort to during· the past few years: The v~lue ·of the study will be inI pivoted and approached the det~rmine' '. tile academic" and faculty advisor to the UNI Un- creased by: the insight provided
counter located t'othe' wooth encl' ' '. ca; ee r 'goali. ~rsonal vAlues:'' dergraduate Survey project is . by students studying their own
of _the _.. Pit" ._At !~is counter I and family ,expectations 0 ( stu- • ·or: Martha Thompson of the experiences.. , ·
Findings of the study will be
was· greated by another very dents : at.. Northeastern and' .how . Sociology -Department.
published in Th·e Print upon
· ,pleasant an~ .accommodati~g ~tisfled :0 r dissatisfied the~ are
· btt\.er students whti will be
woman. I said to myself : This with th~.' schoot · Although :C,ther part of the research team are -· completion of the proje~f.
has to be a front. they must put
•
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Advar)cement. .o:f Man_
ag~ffl-~r:i~ :::.

pl~=~~~/:r~r:::~~~he end of
h~u~:Ze
November. and with only a few . into. I asked if I could see a Ms.
SAM ( Society for the Adv,anre-. . aft-er· graduation. When we are , a crowd .. Whether. you: re .a. Busi;
weeks left to_ this semester. I · Evely~ Burdick - the person ·on merit ' of. Management) : pays off · looking· for jobs we have two . ness major .or not, come join us
...
suddenly got this sick feeling the other end of the J~ter sent to duri'ng the time you are w<;,£king · very definite. things in common. in all o,ur activities. and ,neettha t it would tak e until me. She told me that Evelyn qn your degree, and even :more they · are a ·degree,·· and - our ings (every Thursday at 1:00 in
sometime into the M' s to get was busy. but if I would have a so when you graduate.
;~
GP A' s. So what is going to make Sl3ll . You wi_H get· a;chance to
,; ...:~.th.es-e· : -b.ureauc r~h~: :.fp.uj~ p~. : ~ a!- -she :woµld , caJI- .me- }Vhen .: . _P,l!,"_ir:i~.,!¥ 1!~ .s~y~r~ ~ eeks you different from the next . · meet people who are already out
straightened out. The level of she was _abailable. She assured SAM has olferea two resume person? • They all stressed get- . · in the _working ·.world. and are
. -~ i¥1Jtie!y i' .was : experi~ncing • at - ;-.me .it ~oul_dn't ~ but a· :few, , "Y~; k,shcip~. - a~ • _i'~terview . - .ting · involved with , dub ac•· willing .to help Y-OU learn what it
~ - thii point~ir1 time: was certainiy minutes. She did au ttiis\ vith the ~orlc~hop.- All -;th~ ~pie, who 'tivities. Getting involyed shows . takes "to make lt.- Let SAM: help
heightened by an article that ap-- , professionalism one would ex- spoke at these workshops em•,<dedication, .and the · willingness . you, .and you hlep,SAM, ,Get inpeared in tht ,.~RI:IT ea_rlier'this , '.pect ,' g? ing for ~ job intervie.~ ~ Jl!iasi~1 -~evet;al ~ints a~ut .to take on responsibility . . ,_
_ volved right -now! . semester. 1, depicted old. fat. . · with -I.B.M. :. r , .; '
',, ,' '. -people ~po ~ : Iookmg for Jobs : . · Let· SAM help. you stand out m
, Michele(;_ohen
slow moving women working in
While I was waiti~g I switched
____
. .,
, ·,. ,,
.· . ,,; , SAM Member)
the security of their ,gl~sed in · weaMns - _J weQt. f(PJ1) a, semi,
cages. down in that ·'P,it;, called -.. allton'iatic·.. fnVelope fuli of ~cl.tl"
the Registrars Office. I. like the
celled checks etc.. to a fully. writer of · the • earlier ' article. automatic · envelope ·. Ioadeo to ·
bec~use when yo_u can see the make~· it easier to deai ~lh the
: · , · started - to , -ask · myself : Why: the max wit-h "tr'anscripts, grade··
-···- by Ellen Tursky
whole
span of the universe it I little things." ,
., .
: · . should l be • inconvenienced by ieQOrts, · ad'visors approvals; and.
·· · '
. · - the •in-efficiencies of these hack . ·most important of ·all. ·a Jot of ·
LOU Bielakowski, 'the Veteran ·
. · · workers? -Aft'e r spending a night · signatures, .one being that 'Of the
Re P r e s e n t a t i v ·e ' a t .
· · . of . oontemp1ating · · -moving to ·· department .. head. This was a
Northeastern f.oi (our. and a half
Seattle. changing my narne. and · weapon- in ·uie making ·for four •· -yeatrs, has left ·here oh W~nes~, · forgetting I ever even heard of . long· years·. : One short sJjurt of ·day of this :week .- As, a- Veteran ·
Northeastern. I musterea up . fire would certainly leave one . Representative · l'.ou counseled
· P ~, tbe offieially recognized student newapa~r aervilig Nortlaeneugh • energy the next· day to· Ms. ·· -E velyn p _ Burdick in- · ' Veterans with -problems · they
eutern' Illinois University, 5500, N. St. Louis Ave., Chic.&io,' Ill.
·enter fhe '' Pit" . · · · - .
·capacitated for 'life. never ·again · have _in ' receiving the behefits
60626, ia published each Friday during the regular ~emic: year.
· ·1- was -equipped· with heavy · '·to' question a senior's qualifica~ · they cteserve·. Lou has ·l>een the
Material published herein ia not to be confuaed with v.iewa expressed
byfhe univ~raity ~ t i o a . ·
.
_. .
. .aitillety . ( cancelled check. paid l ions for' -graduation. :It ' wasn'f' · direct link ·between the Veterans
receipt: etC'. ) i · was ready for, · . bu't . 'aboutr five -minut:es ·later '. and the Veteran Association. · . · . The editors ~ve sole authority go~erning. all material .submitted
and-reM!rve...tbe.right to edit copy. Editing implies that:eclitora need
batt~e. My ,plan of. attack was to · . 'when;·· I ·, was· tolti :that : Ms.'
Thet e are presently ·about 550
-~ .«ep~ all sub_m itted material. Good .journalistic staildards will
first" get my name on ,the· atten- · , Burdick·· was ready to "see me:
Veterans at UNI: •In 1975 '.there
.be.'mamtamed.
.
. · . .
'. dance sheets for . the • dasses I · : "After _ I - ·was •. seated.· Evelyn · · ·were ;over ·1000.
,
~
n
e·
for
11abmitting
material
is
Tuesday,
12:00
noon, for ihe
. was already into•.for-·ten weeks. - 's tarted to explain wHanhe pro:- · ' • ·LQu's main reason ·for leaving
(19t-0: at .. this · stage of the blerri was: I knew immediately I
UNI is that he received ·a promo . _following fri.day's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does 'not conform to the standards set forth under Print
semester, ·means ' more -thari just · wouldn 't - have· to use m y
tion to be Management analyst
publication' policy will, be handled accorciingly by the editors. The
!n) . -As I app~ached the glassed . weap<>n'. ·she_had
of th:( ,,- i~ ~-~e ' ~rectors of~ice ' at thE: : edito~ will publish', at fheir discretion, any ·1_;tters to the editor,
m ·cage located on the_,north end , nicest, most professional 'ahd ef- · V.A. Regional Offace.
•·. - i .
nouncements, article•, photos, advertising' or' other submit~ niate~, ,,
'
, · · of the " Pit"· I" was· greated•by a ficient ~~ns ( have· ever met. '
' Tm · sad I'm -leav.ing,': sa:ic , ✓ial. - ··. - .
. very : pleasant -se>rt of: woman\ , , This pr66Iem'. ·was ' straightened ., Lou: -~'_I've.· rnade. many, frien~
- Readers ,are encouraged to submit letters· to the editor:'Unslgned
After I explained.the problem to· , · out again i n 'about 'five ·minutes'"~ -here. ~1t. ·has been ·. a good exh!tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential u~n ~uest. Obscenties are discouraged.
__ .
- her she turned and rather rapid- . time.
.. . . _ _ .
pepe.n~e J oi: f!l~-a!_1d ,I ~pe that
_ 1he office of the Print is open: dailY. apd, is .located. in ~qom E-049,
. Jy moved to .the ~ear-of the of- • Mr. Editor, . it is respectfuliy-- • the . V~terans feel that my being
: fice where she ;~t~ down-_and suggested that this ;j ~~er,-,:.1~. '· here h~s helped ttiem.:·:;~~ • _·: • north of the cafeteria. Our. tdephone number is S83-4oso: ex~nsions
and 509, and 510. Aftet- 9:00 p:m: or after the ·switchtioatd is ·
; starte~. ~q. l~ •On a -.mae_tti.ne: at printed in the PRIN'{'.: so~t'hat ·: '".-~.} here w1tL 11QL be ·a f11IH 1me~ ,_c508
losed; call direct 583-4065. ··
· · •. ,
· '. :
, what appeared to be a m1crof1lm others do not • ente r: . the' · :rephtcement for I}1elakowsk1.
· of so':!1e s?r:t· She then without Registrars office
to ·do· __; ~~~r~ wil~ ~ someoi:ie •wming , Editor~in-~lik:( . :·.-.. : __ .. . . . . ·.· . ,- : .. .·,: : _:: : .,. . .. Tom Grossn.-ter
; Managin.g _Editor . : . . ...... . . . . -~ ~ ...,. . . : .- .'; ... Diana L. Sallllfders
: any~Curther 111t~r~ptions (coff_e.e battle.· f ,o r if we as st~ent.s-~P--- , m .~c~ or_,~wl~('. a ~~~k to h~Associate.Editor : . :·:. '..... ·..... ---., .. ..•..·.. .. ,Willhup ~
: bre~its; etc.). started to open~~ : ·pro.ach this office :with;'.an . ~•pt-. ~. -dle : ~?mgs · . ' .
' Dck QMIJl•no
: c_!os,e a few f.ile. cabinets. As she _ titude" , · we _can '. orily-'. offend · . : . ~ 11; says. ''._The ·~e~erans· feel · · Co-Sports F.ditors . , ... . .. . ... . . . . . :J~ ~
Photo Editor .. .. ... . . . . ..... . .. . . .. : . . .. George-L. RahmJt Jr.
: ret1:1rne1 to ,tne window I was re-·• : ·some ✓of·UJe nicest. 'Q'iqsf effi-:-- _.t?_fY ' are _loosmg . Q!r~ !'.-'Qtlta:ct·
Business Maager . .. . . .... ... ... . ..... , . .... .. . . .. . :Daft i,adli
, ady -t_o . " ~ast~" her with the cient people~on carripus.:. ,\ . . ·, · , With :.t~e V, A. and hopefully ,they
Graphic Editor . . .. .. : ......... . . .. . . . . . . . . '. . . : : .Mau:t ~
, artillery at: h_and. Being a pro~Hiam G.'. fi~trillcl,- f~I .' !~~e· they - ar~''. ~ mg a
Faculty Advisor · . .. . . . .. .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .., .. . .Tom Hoberg
· duct'.thou~H. of !he Peace Move, '. ~ ·
· : :'
f~em:t :
·
.
; .
I
•
- ,
.- • ,
.
ments of the 60's somethi_ng deep
;..;· ~ : ~; : :=_: An~.:on-~ittil)g '.Veteran comStaff: Kathy Collins, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller, RolM!rt Kosinski,
': rnents, _," Lou has'.-been a 'great
Steve Romamski, A.B. Richards,_ Ellen Tursky, Walter Weiss,
, · : : _' pelpandafriend t~ ys all .".
Dav~ Bachi, Dan Pearson, Siddy Ziegler, Sue ·: Nicol , Dave
Dear P,rint :
. their howii-~g problerhs: ~e~;~~~ ~ ·cqu himself. is ~ - ~~~~n 'from
.Ra~li, Duane Cerny, Robert Gerber.
''
nia'n~ ·you for ttie fine- cov- less of the area: in wh(ch (hey re-: · the- A~my and he has · j115t re~ erag; on . the ' Uptown : Tenants , sjde, arid 2) Our '. phone : .is . . · ceived· his Masters Degree in
Phot~grapbers ·
Dick Quaglilln<>,
L.
Rights _Center. There are two -271-6601.
·, G~~aphy._
· ·
Raiqian- Jr.. Steve Satmders, Rochele Gordon, : Dave Doehler,
. other pieces of 'information that
:thank)•Oli,
Arthur Misiewicz, Claire Costello. : :1 think _UNI students might like ·
Nancy·Katz . . I . questioned whether geoGraphics; George L. Raiman Jr., .Mark Schultz'. : ; ·
to krn;>w : 1) We will be open to
Coordinator; · graphy had anything to do with
; assist - any _UNI student with
Uptown .Tenants Rights Center-. his job and he said " Yes. it does

to ~-~ne

an-·

~uiwe<J

<-.
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The following Musical Events wiJl be offered by the Department of
Music during December:

This is to inform you of just
some of the outstanding pr~
grams that will be aired in the
week .to come. As always. we
welcome your comments and
suggestions for future programs.
We can be reached at Ext. 518.
FRIDAY DEC. 1
Beginning at 2 pm. WXRD
presents the Gray Panther
-Radio Collective's " Not For
Seniors Only". This magazinetype show features music. interviews. and community announcements along with ·an excellent news commentary. The
Gray Panthers are dedicated to
improving the quality of life for
all ages. Approx. 11 2 hrs.

We will also dedicate some of
the day's programming to commemorate the deaths of Fred
Hampton and J\{ark Clark who
were killed in an early morning·
police raid riine years ago today.

TUESDAY DEC. 5
At 3 pm, WZRD will present
an excellent program on " The
Control of the Media". This very
informative show considers the
implications of the concentration
of the con,trol of the mass media'
for the Junctioning of a der:nocracy, 1be program concludes, .;Jf the events of our
society are systematically unreported .or distorted ...most
persons are imprisoned in a
- network of myths and lies ..." .
·· SATURDAY DEC. 2 .
At 12:00 noon. WZRD presents Appros. 30 min.
a community disc~ion of the .
upcoming ·· Arms Ba7.arre" to be WEDNESDAY DEC. I
At 7 pm. WZRD will ~ t a
held at Rosemont II . in
February. The program features look at · the controversial film
interviews with prominent com- Bble Coliar in a program en.munity leaders and participants titled, .:_Blue Collar : Wbo's
· who are active~y organizing to Reality?';_ The feature includes
halt this weapons fair-. Approx. 1 interviews with its writerdirector . .and people who work
hr.
on assembly lines. 29 min .

Auditorium

UNI Opera Workshop
11 The Bartered Bride"
Admission charge to pub] ic
Free to UNI Students, staff, faculty

5, Tuesday
1: 00 p .m.

UNI Woodwind Quintet
Aaron Horne, director

1, 3, 8, 9
8: 00 p.m.
3:00 (12/3)

Library, ~
4th floor
6, Wednesday
8:00 p.m.
Auditorium

Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Edgar B. Gangware, director

7, Thursday
1:00 p.m.
Lecture Ha 11 .
· 1002, Classroom

12, Wednesday
1 :00 & 8: 00
. Auditorium

15, Friday
7:30 p-.m.
Auditorium

Brass Ensemble
Harold Harmon, director

. Percussion Ensemble
Edgar B. Gangware, director
Chicago Flute Society Sinphon1etta
Janet Be~gman, director

For further' infonnation call extension 443.

. 's uNDAY DEC. 3

At 6 pm. WZRD pll!Sents ·
"Women With Wings" . a four 111URSDA Y DEC. 7
hour. program by a . local .
At 3 pm. WZRD will present
feminist radio collective. The the program, "Building Navy
show features women's music Ships-Billion Dollar Tax Boonexclusively and seeks to pro- dogle' ' which will point out the
mote women positively. The ways in which our tax money is
show also features poetry. news. . being wasted.
community announcements and
At 7 pm. tune in as WZRD
gives exposure to local female features. " Ma Bell". The
musicians who are having dif- American Telephone & TeleOn November 16-19 the
ficulty receiving media ex- graph Co. is the largest corporaposure. Until 10 pm.
tion in the world. As such it pro- Northeastern Forensics Club
vides an excellent example of sent a team of 10 delegates and
MONDAY DEC. 4
the abuses of power, common to two advisors to the UPMUNC
At 3 pm. WZRD will present a
all large corporations. The XII Model United Nation, . in
- program produced by Amnesty clever ways in which Ma Bell Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.
International entitled. · :'On the takes our money an manipulates Members · of the Northeastern
Matter of Paraguay". The pro- our lives might be funny if they team representing the nations of
gram will focus on Amnesty's . were not so serious. Approx. 30 Zaire and Kuwait included stustepped-up campaign on behalf min. You won' t want to miss this dents : Harold Allen. Dave
Brickman. Hector Carreno. Don
of political prisoners in one!
Collins.
Barbara Daybook. Sue
Paraguay. the history of the
WZRD currently broadcasts . Grosklaus . Keith Johnson .
country' s police dictatorship. the
from 2pm-10pm Monday-Friday Stuart Myersburg . Angela
manipulation of elections. and
the role of the CIA in training - and from 10am-120pm on O'Malley and Kim Rohter. Stuweekends. We would like very . dent advisor Sara Feigenholtz
· torturers: whose victims range
much to increase our hours but and faculty adviso~ Dr. Joyce
in age from children under 10 to
people over 70 years of age. 32 - we can't do it alone. If you have F1ory of the Speech Department
an interest in any of the myriad accompan!ed the team.
minutes.
At 7 pm. WZRD will present a
of positions that are available.
by all means attend our weekly
The UPMUNC XII is a chance
program called " Beyond Human
meetings on Thursday at 1 ~ for student to caucus. . use
Rights Rhetoric" which will discuss· the · differences between' at the WZRD studios. or feel parlimentary procedures and
free t-0 come down anytime to , gain an insight into .the workings
where society should be and
check us out.
of a Model United Nations.
where it is now.

·Northea.s tern · F orensics Club
Sends Ten Dele9ates
to u ·P MtJNC XII
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Sponsored by the University of had to compete with such
Pennsylvania located _ in schools as Harvard, West Point
Philadelphia City. all members Academy . Princeton and
from approximately 60 schools Georgetown Universities. While
and representing some 72 coon- this was not primarily a contest
tries were assigned to the but more of an educational and
various committees in the social experience , the
General Assembly. From Thurs- Northeastern team represented
day afternoon until Sunday the countries of Zaire and
morning sessions wer-e . Kuwaite very impressively.
scheduled dealing with . the six Members were expected to draft
basic committees, including resolutions and vote on intema· Political and Security. Social. tional issues as set forth by the
Humanitarian and Cultural. real United Nations in New York
_Economic and Social Comcil. · City . . Each team member
Science and T~hnology. - and · became familiarized with voting
Plenary. Members Don Collins techniques in regards to such isof the .Political and . Security sues as international terrorism.
Committee and Keith Johnson of racism and apartheid and the
· the Administrative and Middle East situation. Plans are
Budgetary Committee received in progress to expand \ he
awards for their outstanding Forensics Club. For more in· work in caucasing.
formation contact Dr. Joyce
. As the only Midwwesterrf or F1ory in the Speech Department.
Western university Northeastern · extension 530.
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announcements

Attention: Evening Students ... You can return your questi0nna1res
from the Returning Adult & Transfer Students Club at night by stopping by the Community Services Office at 8108. When it is not open
there is a mail pouch on the outside of the door and you can deposit
them there.
Thank You.
Lois Gibson & Bernadine Liszka
R.A.T.S. Club
Step up to CCAB ... The Com~unity Center Activities Board would _
like to announce the following vacant positions: CCAB chairperson.
of the · Board. vice-chairperson of the Board. Roving Artist
chairperson. publicity chairperson. cofeehaus chairperson and Film
Chairperson. These are voluntary positions. Anyone interested
should contact Grace Amedeo ext. 505 or 506.
Free Flu Shots are available for persons 60 years of age _and over
at the Senior Citizen's Office at 5601 N. Pulaski I Old MTS> Call
744-5729 for dates and times .
Four students of Italian were awarded Club Italiano Scholarships
recently. Rolando Arriola. Denise Concialdi and Gigi Gordon each
received a $30 Finacial Scholarship. Lucy Petrone. President. along
with the other officers of Club Italiano: Marisa Paoletti. Monica
Franco and Evelyn Melendez awarded the Academic Scholarship to
Raffaele Scalise.
Mr. Scalise. a sophomore. has accwnulated a 4.67 grade point
average . Needless to say. he is a straight A student in his Italian
courses.
Funds for the scholarships have been raised entirely by Club
Italiano at Northeastern.
To all women of the University faculty and staff. there will be an
open session of exercises and conditioning workout each Monday.
Wednesday 'and Thursday morning beginning at 8:00 a .m . You are
all invited to come out and get in shape or just have a good time .
Drop a note to Violet Johnson in the Physical Education Dept. to say
you'll be there.
The Ski Season is upon us. Those of you who wish to share the fun
of skiing together are invited to meet in Room A-112 each Tuesday
at 1:00 p.m . to make the necessary ar:rangements. Let's get going!!!
Accomodations are filling up and we don't want to left out. Your immediate attention is essential to a successful ski season at UNI. Contact Vi Johnson at 457 or 481 for more information.
UNI Opera Workshop Presents "The Bartered Bride. Fotir
performances of Smetana's "The Bartered Bride" will be given by
the UNI Opera Workshop. The dates are Decem.ber 1. 8. and 9 at
8:00 .p.m . and December 3 at 3:00 p.m . in the university auditorium.
Admission is free to UNI students. staff. and faculty with m·s and
$3.00 for the general public. The comic opera. written by the Czech
composer Bedrich Smetana. is set in a Bohemian village and deals
with money. love and a marriage contract. Principal cast members
include Kevin Peterson. Shirley VanYzendoorn. Brian Rosewell .
Tom Robaczewski, Katy , Schweininger. Jim Gilloffo. Barbara
Michalesko, and Greg Hunt. The opera is' <l;irected by Dr. Ronald
Combs of the Music Department with set designs and costumes by ·
Mr. Durward Redd of the Speech and Performing Arts Department.
One of the highlights of the opera is a colorful circus scene which
. features dancers and acrobats. For further information call extension 443.
The Greek Student Association will have a meeting Tuesday.
December 5. The final details of the dance will be decided and all
members are asked to come.

Pll
Ill

The Greek Student Association will hold their first annual
Christmas Pance on Friday. December 15. 1978 at St. Nicholas Albanian Church Hall. 2701 N. Narragansett at 7:00 p.m. All are
Welcome!!
The Student" Senat~ announces vacancies on the following committees : Search and Screen for Director of the Counseling Center t 1 student) Search.and Screen for the Dean of the College of Education t 2
students) Committee to review the Redress policies (2 students>All
interested students should contact Robert Kosinski in the Student
Government office before December 4.
The next Student Senate meetings will be on December 4 and 11 at
7:00 p.m . in room CC-216.
The next meeting of the Charter Review Board will be on Tuesday. Dec. 5 in room E$214 at 10 :00 a .m .
Are you a hidden diabetic? Get a FREE BLOOD TEST AND FIND
OUT. The Chicago Department of Health Mobile Unit Staff will give
the Glucose Tolerance Test to anyone who is at least 18 years of age
and is not a known diabetic . If you wish to have the test call Health
Service for an appointment. ext . 355. Walk-ins with no appointment
cannot be accommodated. You must not eat or drink food or liquid
of any kind. except sips of water for at least three hours before the
test.
.
This test consists of drinking 6 ounces of orange flavored sugar
solution. Exactly one hour later a blood sample is drawn from the
arm . The blood goes to the lab down town for analysis of the sugar.
In three weeks the results of the glucose tolerance test will be
mailed to Health Service and you will be able to pick up the results
there .
Anyone wishing to assist with registration of people being tested
please contact Health Service. ext. 355. We can use 4 or 5 volunteer
helpers from 9 a ..m. to 2 p.m.
·
Date of Event : Tuesday. Jan. 23. 1979. CC-217. 9:00 a .m . - 2 p.m.
Carol Wayne, an attorney for the Legal Center for Battered
Woman, will be speaking at UNI December 7 at 3 p.m. in CC-217.
She will discuss the Patricia Evans case. legal problems of battered
women, and the purpose . needs. and problems of the Legal Center
for Battered Women . The event is sponsored by the UNI Sociology
Department and co-sponsored by the Feminist Club. Women's
Services and Women's Studies. There will be no admission charge.

The UNI Newman Center at 5450 N. Kimball hol.L5es the offices of
Catholic Campus Ministry and is the gathering place of the Newman
( Catholic- Student) Community . an independent club at
Northeastern. It is, however. open to all interested students. This
week's activities include:
Tonight 7 p.m. - Ice Skating, cost $1 pl1.L5 rental of skates 1$1 > - meet
at Newman Center.
Saturday 7:30 p.m. - Eucharistic Liturgy
Monday 6:00 p.m . - Community Dinner. $1. Call 583-6109 to sign-up
Monday 7:30 p.m . - Prayer Meeting
Tuesday 1 p.m . - Pizza Hour. 25 cents a slice
Thursday 8 p.m. - Discussion : "Can Christmas be more meaningful? "
Friday 8 p.m . ·- Coffeehouse featuring Kinki and Trickster
Next Friday is the Feast of the Immaculate Conception. a Roman
Catholic Holy Day. Masses will be celebrated at noon in CC-217 and
5:30 p.m . at the Newman Center Chapel. 5450 N. Kimball.

Cure For Mid-Term Mania
·by Kathy Collins
Suffering from mid-term . all the normal everyday things
mania , my stretched, abused, not by command. but by habit.
raw nerve ending known as my Somewhere in the deep recesses
brain was in a state of blissful of my soul there was a flickering
numbness . My body was doing hope , Thanksgiving vacation

''WHO ARE THE
IS RAE LIS?"
A film and lecture about Israel's
Ashkenazic, Sephardic, and Oriental
Jewish Communities will be given on
Thursday, December 7 at -1 p.m. in
CC219. Narrator and guest speaker
will be Don Keron, Israeli ViceCounsul General.

Everyone Welcome To Attend
SPONSORED BY STUDENTS
FOR ISRAf:l

Educ1tl1111I Center

was now here. It was Wednesday last day of classes and the
day I was to leave for a long ,
weekend of hiking in the moun-·
tains . The Wilderness Society
and I would leave tonight at
7:00 p.m . and not return for 4
glorious days.
Through the 12 hour drive to
the Smokey Mountains my brain
started to slowly become aware
of what was happenlng. Arriving
there the flood-gates of last
minute nervol.L5 breakdowns and
the everyday tensions of a 19
year old college student. who
went through 5 mid-terms were
released . Replacing these
tensions was · fresh air. green'
and red gold leaves. and the
sound of a pure sweet sparkling
mountain stream . Unaccustomed to the clean air a feeling of light-headedness overcame me. My eyes no longer
shielded by a layer of pollution
were dazzled by the sun and
bright autumn color's. not to
mention a sky of varying shades
of blue.
The only problems my mind
had to contend with were

Call Da_p Ev..!!111 I Wffb. .

SPRING, SUMMER,
FALL INTE:NSIVES

COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
J.}11b, T_. ,SAj:' ,._ ~Aj:' _

NEXT MONTH:
GMAT, GRE

_

6216 N. Clark
Chicago, Ill 60660
(312)76~-5151

For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities I Abroad
Outslclt NY State
CALL TOLL ,a((, Nl-ffl-1712
,

beautifully simplistic. staying
warm food, shelter, and where I
wanted to do, if anywhere.
There were some difficulties.
but the kind that could be solved
by common sense and honesty.
which wasn't all that easy. It's a
total)y different world when you
don't have books teachers .
parents. or any of numerous ·
civilized cop-outs to hide behind.
There is only you.
The Smokey Mountain trip

was the best cure for mid-term
mania that could ever be found.
As -· a fringe benefit you learn a
lot about yourself and the world
around you without even cracking a book . If ever any fellow
students ask. I would reply that
the Wilderness Society is the
best cure for whatever civilized
problems that ail you, and it is
open to all of the UNI students.
whether it's mid-term mania
time or not.
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· • • 120-day minimum. Early withdrawals
subject to substantial penalties as prescribed by Federal Law.

'

t No monthly service charge with $300 minimum deposit
and $200 minimum monthly balance.

SPECI AL OFFER FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Deposit $300 or more in a new or existing Albank savings
account**, and g~t a sporty Albank cap or muffler FREE,
along with highest passbook savings interest. Or deposit
$300 or more in iI a l. new !. Albank ; checking accountt to
receive your FREE cap or muffler. If you 'd like a ryiatching
set, both are available for just $2.50, with a deposit of $-300
to either checking or savings. The cap fits all sizes and the ·

fringed muffler is 6 feet long. Warmly knit, _boldly striped in
royal blue, white and gold. Together they're a val ue that
will be snapped up fast. So stop in soon, because our supplies are limited. Get your muffler or cap, and if you're
opening a' new cnecking ·or passbook savings account,·
.:we'l l. ha_ndle all the details for you. Let Albank keep you
and your money snug all winter long!

Serving your financial needs for a quarter of a cer.itury. •

,. '- .
*National Association .

•
'.

· Albany Bank & Trust CompantN.A. *

· Albank Plaza • 3400 West Lawrence Avenue • Chicago)linois 60625
Phone : (3_12) 267-7300

MemberF.DIC

..
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Off-The Track
by Donald Czowiecki
It is a popular belief that the
main responsibility of a college
is to prepare students fo r the
world that lies waiting for them.
Apparently this belief is actually
a truth, at least it is at UNI.
After reading several articles
that have appeared in the
PRINT and observing the operations around Northeastern. it appears that some students are re-ally taking advantage of higher
education .
The world of today is full of
many things. Would you like to
know what the _\;\'Orld is really
full of? Well. it's full of dishonesty and· corruption . But everyone
knows that.
To add a little support to this
claim just take a short trip
through your memory. Within
the last decade there have been
countless numbers of stories dealing with payoffs and deals
between public officials. There
have been reports -of fixed elections. · There have been stories
about governors and senators involved in all types of no-nos .
And to put a nice crown on top
of this list. the name of Richard
Nixon and the Watergate ordeal
must be added.
Now back to the point.
Northeastern Illinois University .
either unwittingly or not. has
been preparing students for the
world ahead. Some students
have been practicing and perfecting thei r individual styles of
politics while the majority of
students have the guinea pigs.
Power and influence is a nice

thing to have.- but often those
who hl,\ve it tend to abuse it. The
example to be presented here
will not directly name anyone

and everything stated is based
on observations. Observations
that any student could plainly
see.
Well . to start the ball rolling.
it i s p ro bab ly co mmon
knowledge that a journalist has
much influence on the public
through what he writes. The
editor of a newspaper is much
more influential. On any scale.
the editor has the ability to sway
public opinion by his choice of
what story is to be printed. If
the editor does not like the way
a reporter writes the story it has
a decent chance of being tossed
out.
Enough of these basic la~s.
Last year. before the Senate Off ice r election. the PRINT
newspaper had an influential
Editor-in-Chief. During that
time. it is rumored that certain
stories were either not reported
or toned down a bit when they
cast a little light on something
that the Editor did not feel was
necessary to report . Well. that's
just the begi nning, because the
real no-nos started when it was
time for the Senate Officer election.
The Editor-in-C hief decided
that he wanted to run fo r the office of Senate President. Fine
and dandy. there was nothing
wrong in that. Even though it
looked as if this Editor would
win t h e e lec t ion . cer tain
loopholes allowed irresponsible

MERRY CHRISTMAS
. or .IS I·t?.
...
Christmas costs are soaring and it - is
enough to give anyone the humbug
blues. Don't let a .cash .shortage affect
your holiday season when CCH Computax has many full and part time jobs
avai lable. Let us help put the joy back in
your spring.

Co,nputax
A total co_m mitment comp any for the profe.!i___sion

Apply in person at 5730 N. Tripp
(4 blocks·west of Pulaski off Bryn Mawr)
An equal opportunity employer. M/F
journa lism to set foot in the
PRIN T n e ws paper . Th e
particular issue of the PRINT
being referred to is the one released just before the election.
In that is·sue. four pages had

ing.
That iim't all. Within that
same issue a certain commentary appeared that was written
by the Editor, which accused his

very noticeable ads endorsing
the Ed itor-i n-C hief and his
ticket. Now only a few people
know for sure whether or not
those ads were paid for . but the
circumstances look incriminat-

(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

opponent of nasty tactics.
Needless to say. the Editor
won the election and relinquished the job as Editor-in-

Chief. This former Editor is now
in power as Senate President.
Rumors have been going around
that the President and his
cohorts • are up to their old

political tricks.
Hopefully. all those people
who have been approached and
all those people who could be affected will be able to resist. If

KARBIN AUTO REPAIR INC.
Two Buildings • Fast Service
All work Guaranteed
CALL FOR ESTIMATe BEFORE YOU GO ELSEWHERE

Prices include parts and labor

25% OFF ON LABOR WITH THIS AD
Tune-up
plugs, points, condenser, cap, rotor
8 cyl. - $42 .50
6 cyl. - $40.50 .
4 cyl. - $37.50

Brake Job:
new lining, cut drums, and rotors
Disc: $65.00
Disc Front '
Drum Back
Drum : $55.00
Four Wheel

We service Foreign and Domestic cars

MITCHELL A. KARBIN
6146-48 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60660
PHONE: 973-2174-75-76

for some reason this column
never appears again. perhaps it
may be due to politics relieving
the present journalists and
editors of their duties.
One thing is known for sure :
Northeastern Illinois University

is DEFINITELY preparing students for the world .
Editor's Note: The opinions
expressed above do no t
necessa rily reflect the Editorial
Policy of the PRINT.

Superior Rating
Recei-ved
Two UNI Forensics Union
members, Susan Ann Grosklaus
and Matt Voloun. received
superior rating~ at a recent
tournament at the University of
Wisconsin. Lacrosse.
Competing with schools from
throughout the Midwest. Matt
and Sue read from Ralph Biser' s
the Barrett's of Wimpole Street .
The play deals wi_th the famil y
of poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Sue portrayed Henrietta.

Elizabeth' s young . darin g.
romanti c s ist er and Ma tt
portrayed Barrett. the dominant. overbearing father . Matt
and Sue will continue their involvement in Forensics next
year by attending upcoming individual events trips.
UNI students interested in
competi tive public speaking.
oral interpretation and Model
UN events should contact Dr.
Joyce ' Flory in room C625. ext.
530.

Once Again
So once again it's happened.
The winds of total senselessness
have devastated the very foundation upon which we stand. The
work must now begin to try to
rationalize the irrational. The
psychologists must determine
the psychological implications. The politicians must decide how
to incorporate the incident into
their political rhetoric. The govemment· police must determine
who' s to be blamed and
punished. The press must edit
and print onl y the most
new s worthy asp·ects. The
authors must condense and
strearJiline the story for publica-

tion. The historians must try to
keep it alive for our children's
children's children. The lawyers
must now battl e over the
legalities of it. The doctors must
try to close the ,5till open and
f es t e r i n g wounds . The
philosophers must gaze at the
stars and wonder shy. Those
truly tourched can only try to
forget.
The work of one man. Jim
Jones shall forever be another
reminder that mankind is capahie of producing individuals that
possess the power to bring about
the unthinkable on a grand
scale.
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The Amer ican people are
always on the look-out for any
new excuse fo r an additional
holiday. , Take Sweetest Day for
example. John Carpenter has .
not been able to add any ·new
holidays to the calendar but he
has fo und a way to stretch one
of the more popular festive occasions.
F or his new fil m.
HALLOW EEN . extends the
spirit · of October 31 through a
period where most of the merry
makers are recovering from too
much turkey and preparing for
the joys and warmth of the Yuletiqe season.
John Carpenter is a new direc- .
tor. HALLOWEEN is only his
third feature film which was
preceded by a marvelous. low
budget science fiction film
spoof. DARK STAR and an action picture entitled ASSAULT
ON PRECINCT 13, which played
Chicago this summer on the, bottom on a double bill.
But with his current suspense
shocker. he has graduated fro m
the bottom of any future double
bill. HALLOWEEN is superior
chilling entertainment which
almost never lets up on the au- .
dience . When the murder and
mayhem do occur it is ac.complished without gore.

-

The story concerns the return
of a psychopath to his home
town which just happens to be a
sedate community right here in
Illinois. On ~alloween night, fifteen years earlier. the maniac.
at the tender age of six. got fed
up with jack-o-lantems and
carved up his teenage sister for
committing the unholy sin of
necking in full view of a disturbed child.
He escapes from a maximum

'

'

~

security asylum which results in
upsetting his doctor ( played by
vete r a n horror fi lm actor
Donald P leasancel to the point
he trade~ in his clip-board for a
revolver with a little more stopping power.
The escapee spends his
favo rite holiday visiting the old
fa mily homestead. removing his
sister's gravemarker, hanging
around schoolyards and following a trio of teenagers. one in
particular (Jamie Lee Curtis)
until the time is ripe for breaking in a new butcher knife.
The pacing is relentless and
st rong ly reinforced by the
musical score provided by
Carpenter. who also co-wrote
the script with Debra Hill. They
have created a madman with all
the insti ncts and timing of Alan
Arkin in WAIT . UNTIL DARK.
and who is harder to dispatch
than Rasputin .
HALLO WE~N is a near
perfect shocker. marred by.
perhaps. the final two lines of
dialog and one missed opportunity to remove the fertilizer from
the most stalwart audience
member . This is a fi lm to attend
if you enjoyed the conclusion of
CARRIE, Carpenter-doesn't wait
for the ending to pop the viewers
fro m their seats like pieces of

bread from a toaster.
He keeps the audience on their
toes and barely in their seats
through practically the entire
picture. People complain that
they won' t stand for the type of
movies that are being made today . This is one picture where
its hard to remain seated.
While the ps ychopathic
violence in HALLOWEEN is
typically American. the method
used by the lead character in

Mayhem·.
Murder and
Music

VIOLETTE is clearly E uropean street..yal ker while maintaining
by nature. This stylish recrea- a separate residence for her
tion of an actual celebrated _lovers. One of whom makes so
murder in the 1930's in France is many demands on her finanthe latest work of the celebrated cially that she is fo rced to absF rench di r ecto r . Cl aud e cound with the fa mily savings.
much to the disproval of her
Chabrol.
As the thriller MAGIC . owes parents .
· She succeeds in successfully
much its success to the talents
of Anthony Hopkins . so poisoning her father to death
VIOLETTE owes much of its and making her mother very ill
cha rm to its lead player. · and not very pleased with the
Isabelle Huppert. She plays a actions and attitudes of her
teen-aged daughter of the mid- daughter . Violette becomes a
dle clas~ couple who she will at- fugitive and . is turned in by a
tempt to poison. not once but blind date to stand trial and sentencing.
lwic~.
The outcome of this fact based
Violette is a marvelous
character who lead a double life foreign film, as well as its effect
if we are to believe this on the contemporary French
screenplay. She would change . society. prove quite provoking. I

from her simple schoolgirl
frocks into a sleek. high-fashion
outfit that she would keep · hidden in a closet down the
stairway from her family's
apartment. Why nobody discovered her masquerade in the
building where she lived or ever
found the make-up and expensive clothing in a hall closet
cupboard is one mystery never
explained.
She would then spend her afternoons and some everlings entertaining notions of being a

Tama Hoffs uses a cast largely
composed of non-professional
actors and musicians to great
advantage.
T h e sto r y is r ather
elemental . the · raising of a
musical group from their founding to their first club date. The
film starts out in the documen;
tary from which gives way to
some antics of the band members involving them in switching
bodies in the city morgue. conning a rich kid out of his saxophone. viewing Mayor Daley's
funeral. and setting up a New
Orleans funeral here in the Windy City for an unexpected death •
of a leading band member.
What does work for STONY
ISLAND is the music of the band

couldn't help noticing the which is named after the locasimilarities between the plight tion in Chicago where the or:
of Violette and Cat Ballou. They ganizers of the multi-racial
could have had the same group were based.
balladeer.
Dayis and his director of
On a lighter note there is the photography. Tak Fujimoto,
filmed-in-Chicago, musical docu- take advantage of the natural
drama. STONY ISLAND. This beauty of the city, sometimes
film .directed by Andrew Davis with humorous results. The
tries to be all things to all people paths some of the vehicles take
and settles for being slightly to reach their destinations would
confusing on the strictly nar- indicate the drivers have lost
rative level.
their navigational techniques.
Dayis who also co-produced
At least the musicians know
and wrote the venture with • where there music is going.

Person-Wolinsky CPA Review Courses
Wait for our Mid-February Start

Don1 let other cou,- ''panic" you into starting now. Our
candidates' success proves It's Just not necesury. Why / down , and start forgetting information long before the exam
takes place?
With other COUl'NS you may luve your best efforts in the
classroom. We teach you how to bring them Into the exam
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Faces
by Dave Bachi
now includes Elizabeth Libbey.
Come join ·us and experience
UNI Poetess-in-residence and
the Apocalyptic Overture , thank
faculty advisor ; Lauralyn Rae.
you Elizabeth\. Now that you·re
editor of the magazine ; and
perplexed. misled and confused. Peter Wesley. assistant editor.
I'll explain.
Peter Wesley and Cindy Poe are
Apocalypse is a group of stuco-ordinators of the reading
dents at Northeastern who are
series. and Ron Sivils. Gerda
Serba. and Jeanette Lukaszow
interested in promoting quality
fi ction and poetry. This is done
are active staff members.
through a bi-monthly reading
The other function of
series and the Publication of
Apocalypse is to sponsor a readOvertures . the UNI based
ing series that showcases local ·
literary magazine.
and nationally known writers .
Overtures has previously been . This provides a great opportuniknown as Our There and then
ty for one to see talented writers
Apocalypse ( same name as the ' perform their own work and for
parent organization l . Due · to . interested students to meet the
poor management. however. the
poets and authors and to discuss
both their works and literature
magazine has not been published
in over a year. Please take note
in general.
At the recent reading given by
that there is now a new staff and
a new name . as well as a new
Li se! Mueller ( poetryl aµd
concept. A fresh beginning for
Pamela Painter ( short stories) .
Overtures is implicit in both
nearly 40 people were in attenname and spirit.
dance . This was a composite auNortheastern students. as well
dience of students. faculty and
as all other writers . are urged to
c ommunit y members .
make submissions to Overtures
Apocalypse would like nothing
better than to ·continue such a
as the magazine will be attractiv ely put together and should be
healthy showing at upcoming reof high quality. making a good
adings .
showcase for the work of aspirOn Thursday. Nov. 30 Hairy
Hild: poet and Sarah Roller.
ing writers. Submissions can be
' mailed too : Overtures c /o Dept.
poetess will be featured. The reof English, Northeastern Illinois
ading will be in room CC216
University. 5500 N. St. Louis.
from 8 to 10 p.m . And on Thurs- Chicago, Ill. 60625 or they c311 be
day. Dec. 7 Elizabeth Libbey.
dropped off in the Overtures , poetess and Neil Lukatch. poet
mailbox. located near the
will read. The room will be
faculty mailboxes in the English
CC217 and the time will again be
Dept. , or dropped off in the
8 to 10 p.m . (While these last reApocalypse office located right
adings of the semester feature
across from the game room.
faculty and staff of UNI. a readThe main staff of Apocalypse
ing planned for the near future

will be devoted to students currently enrolled in creative writing workshops.)
Next semester a blend of inhouse and e·xtemal artists .will
combine to provide a monthly or
bi-monthly reading. In fact ..
Gwendolyn Brooks has agreed to

December 1, 1978, PRINT, Page 9
appear for a reading in March. time and date will appear later
This will be housed in the UNI in the PRINT.
auditorium . Workshops and disAll readings are free and open
cussion groups will both preceed
to
the public as well as students
and follow the reading. giving us
the opportunity to enjoy Ms. and UNI personnel. RefreshBrooks presence for an entire ments will be served. Plan to atday. Information as to the exact tend as many as you can.

William ·Carter
To Teach
At Northeastern
William Carter. of the
American Ballet Theatre. will
be a guest teacher at
Northeastern. MondayThursday. Dec. 4-7. Carter has
performed as a leading dancer
with America's leading companies including New York City
Ballet. Martha Graham, Pearl
Lang. First Chamber Dance
Quart€t and is currently a principal dancer with American
Ballet Theatre. He has also
performed as the partner of
Maria Alba in her company.
Ballet Espanol.
William Carter has choreographed for numerous companies including Ballet. Hispanico of New York. Chamber
Dance Theatre of Milwaukee.
where he is Artistic Director.
American Ballet Theatre
Repetory· Co .. and a ·film "In A
Rehearsal Room" for Cynthia
Gregory and Ivan Nagy.
In July of 1977, William C3i:ter
was at Northeastern as a guest
artist in residence with the
Ensemble Espanol. Orchesis
will be sponsoring his upcoming
visit. Master Classes are open to
all students.
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF

MASTER CLASSES
Mon .. Dec. 4
Tue .. Dec. 5
Wed .. Dec. 6
Thu .. Dec. 7

12 :00- 2:00 pm
2:00 - 4:00 pm
11 :00 - 12 :00 noon
1:00 - 2:00 pm

Several evening classes will
also be offered. Classes will
meet in the Dance Studio. All5.
A confirmed schedule will be
posted outside the studio as soon
as possible .

JOSTEN'S
Special ·Ring Promotion
NEW STYLES and DESIGNS
by ]OSTEN'S
For MEN and WOMEN
BUSINESS

Sarings On Christmas._
EDUCATION
,Special
Introducing Argentus $59.95

]OSTEN'S Representa..tive
ON CAMPUS Will Sho_w
New Exclusive Ring Designs

F'REE

Drawing
LETTERS & SCIENCE
.for "H, enry"
See BOOK NOOK Window
SCIENCE

Date-Mon. Dec.11, Tues.Dec.12,Wed.Dec.13
Time-J0:00am-4:00pm
Place- · FOLLETTS-BOOK NOOK
$JS.OD DEPOSIT
..... .'1.-"~·"'" .... "' t.".. ., ,.,,,.........
-... ~,.. ., •• ,.~,.. •...1..-i~

t.

-r~···~····...·······.....................,..7 -
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.A NITE Of JAZZ
i
♦
♦
♦
♦

Nanu Nanu.

•

!i~:: ;t,e~ar;,,:~c:t:!:~;i;~~ : ·
our -Icelandic friend and find
Apollo and Starbuck to help us
.
. get through the night. However;
Beautiful. Large. Newly · we must beware of Boltar and
Decora ted 3 rm. apt · F or - th Cyclons because they have
~~l~ase--Available Dec .. 1st.
big ea~.
V1cm1ty : Lawrence & Monticello
Battle tar Galactica
- $145/ mo. Call : 478-6179. Keep
·
s
Trying-be~tafter6p.m.
Red Lion.
Your comment seems to touch
me in the weirdest places. Can
you think of any good ones?

su':t.

For
Sale

Moved. no room. 48" X 16'' Movable Bar.· simulated mahogany
and brass look. Four· black
legged bar stools. shrimp colored swivel 360 degree seats. $50
- call ext. 345. Jane Beese.
\

·Dogs and -Cats ,

The Last Rose ·•
. Alexandra.
,
. Whenever you start thinking of
_your final performa~. r~
· member the glad_iolas and disco·
- music. Don't think_I wouldn' t. I
would. ·
Sweetie . . •
You make me smile till my
smile hurts!
Love You.
Snoopy

♦
♦♦

•

featuring Stanley Turrentine

:

:

:

♦

♦

·
8
Dec·
4
197
•
'
_,

•♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦
:
♦

7.• 00 PM

♦♦
♦

♦

·

UNI AUDITORIU

♦•

M

:

·

:
♦

'Tickets now on sale at Box

: .
♦

:
♦

Off

♦

. ice :
♦

♦

♦

Free with UNI ID -- $4 w,·thout.!

=: •
•

♦

'i

.

I

: Added attraction -♦

. .

.

.

The - Kenneth Campbell Quartet

♦
♦

.

-:
♦

i of Northeastern lHinois University.
i
·Get your tickets NOW ! !

· . Blonde • with glasses in the
Male - 3 y; ars .old - St. Bernard •. ·Unicom.
·
·
♦
mix brown and white with black · Are.you Greek?
♦
face. Last seen vicinity of Irving
I'm Itali~
and Pulaski on Nov. 17., IJ you
have any information. please Dano.
.
. .
.
' '.
.
call .Judy at UNI ext. 312.
HAPPY ·• CLatel ·· 22nd ♦
BIRTHDAY!! ! Hope that I am ~ '-++.............................................................
DE!ar Marty's Protege; •
Sleeping Beauty.
- OCHNEP,
with you for the next 22 years..
.
More
laughs
in
the
future!
·
So
sorry.
I
didn't
know.
·
L
et's
Let's Rock 'n Roll. ·Love you always.
Me just be friends. then!
A G e ~ Ally
ABO
L.P.
Magic, Che~i, Harpo. & Grog. .
Dear I~landic,
To Lucy.
and White Pygmie.
Elliott.
So you say you want to fly
Hope your . 21st was a great 1... Thanks for the 0om Pah Pah. .
Where's my book? How about · again? ·How would your Honda
one!!
we'll see ya in Tumbuktu!
~tting it under your umbrella? • Jike that?
To Chris.
Tall Red Rose!
Pip Pip Cheerio!
Maybe you wal't forget!
Paper Airport
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Bet &The .
From you know who! !
•••
FEARLESS LEADER!!!!!!!!
To Bea.
Strawberry' Seller
SAS,
.
· From. Better come to set or else!!
Hunky Pete,
How many languages can you
All the Wilderness PeoP,le!
The Enforcer
"I've_ got chills .. . they' re
fly to?
.Jim.
multiplying.. .''
Ozarlt
D.C..
To Anny Deraimo.
My shoulder was killing me the
"Hopeles.,ly Devoted to You"
Somebody once said that you You asked for it and you got whole night!!
•
•••
The Psychology Department's ·
can't believe anything until it!!!
Disco Nick-- Carla,
CAREER PLANNING CENTER
· you've seen it in print. Well.
Disco Nick
What would attract a . cute : provides job-matc~ing services .
· here it is. then. "I think you' re
Jan.
Roman bartender to a toothless for Psych majors looking for
the best even with your . Dear M.s. Smooth.
FREAK OUT at Dervishes!
Southern hick who plays a . mnmediate full-time or partThanksgiving hangover!"
Always ~emember whose bimbo
Disco Nick wmihboard? It must have been time employment in the field.
A.C.-D.C. you are .
the double chin.
Come to S313-D or call ext. 676,
Your man Quags.
Your two classiest friends 668.
Squirrell-You played a good game. but no
•••
Did you come to take me with?
Debra Ravve
Bari Gliclt.
. Golden Quail!!!!
·
·
Alex No. this message is not from Mr.
Bill! ! Finding one really nice . ToM ,F .. R.M.. M.G.B.,
Tired Feet.
.
person to know is often a stroke :You make me feel like <lanc· We have been able to get our act of luck. but I fotmd TWO! .
ing! ! !
together. thanks to our unique
Chicago/and 's used and
A Wild-N-Crazy Guy .
· D.N.
powers. Keep it moving.
.demo Stereo Specialists
.· Here. T~re. and Everywhere Hello Super Soup.
To Cutie Judy. ·
l.Save 40% to 70% off comparable .
Let's go to Dunkin' Donuts.
Listen to the music!! (Get it!! I
,new prices
Colt " 35,"
Klwlker
Disco Nick
Are you glad you have friends
··Every piece guaranteed like one of -a
who are as chic as me??
The Nomads Have Arrived! ! !
Annie,,
_
kind
Rumor has it... The Buzzers and Rebels can · Had any -sausage bread lately? - -·
fight it out for second billing.
.
Tootles, THE NOMADS Dick.
To Batman and the Batmobile.
Used Specials:
Thanks for bringing. me and
One heck of a turkey bowl
Robin with you on Wednesday. Cathy.
quarterback.
Who says Female Athletes
So sorry about the droWJ'ed rat
Disco Jim. ·
aren't sexy!
bit. .We must do it again.
TEAC 4300 RTR
$289
Batgirl
Love. Disco Nick.
AVID
101
(demo's)
$75
ea.
FJar " FREAK OUT'
SAE MK-1
Commo Cozzi " l,"
~
Disco Jim
I am glad our friendship has de-' Jezze.
MARANTZ 2215
$99
veloped where we both can unYou're the cutest human Jan.
TECHNICS 5070
$99
derstand each other. Friends duckling I've ever known.·
Let's dance in Florida (maybel.
BSR
310
$25
who respect each others
DONALD DUCK
(JAKE)
thoughts are what makes life unTo R.M. and M.G ..
ique.
Great Sat... ..
Commo Cozzi " 2" Sleezy Rider,
Disco Jim
· How about re-enacting your
To LSA Sisters.
dream for me?
Smolie-Olie.
Much Much More!!! Complete
MITCH MILLER FAN " Hi! " from two friends .
Hope I' II be able to join your
crew very soon.
systems from $75 to $750

Personals

and

.
Dear__Nick.
·
,
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002 N.
Have a Happy Birthday • • •
Step into my office. ·
.
• _ •
•
•.
,.. . . . - · - -Love-. ·· , , ·, · · , , · • • • - • teff at table ·· , · •• - • Gahfornta · Ghacago · 339...n37

The Mascot - Dear Terry.

Why are there so ,many ,aliens . ,
around????

Ralph

\
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Godd-Bye Howard?

-

Stand by slow mo : stand by were finding on MRN is interest- don' t want to listen to "Humble"
Howard anymore. do what I and
graphics:. stand :by cameras on ing. Doing the play by play was
the field: stand by Don: stand Jack Buck .' , v e f~ ran many , others have done: Turn .
off the sound and turn ~on theby Frank: good bye Howard? sportscaster. who used to work
radio . You could · be in. for a .
for
CBS.
Doing
the
color
work
That's right. Good Bye Howard.
and .Hello Mutual Radio is Hank Stram : former . head pleasant surprise . 1note : in
coach of the Kansas City Chiefs Chicago the games are · on
Network .
'Why did' I turn off the Monday and the New Orleans Safats. ai\d '. WBBM 780) . ·
Night Football game on TY and in my opinion one of the finest
.•
turn on the radio? I didn·( turn coaches in the NFL.
My picks: The last two ~eeks I:
the T.V. off ; I just tumedoff the
was 15-12 bringing my ·season
sound!
So witp this line-up I decided total to 109-72. This , week :
Why?
to try a little experiment. I got Atlanta by 2 over the Bengals :- .,
Because I. like many people my radio and pu it right by the Cowboys by 8 over the Patriots :
across the nation. cannot stand T.V. and then I turned down the Packers by 4 over the , Bucs :
. "tO listen to How.ard Cosell. Up. sound. ,What I ,found . was in- ·, Cardinals •hY• 4 o\'er the :Lions :
~: until. last year alf•,ttia't ·c~i:ud ·1:ie~• t~r~'s tfng:, ·The game was'.;.
~ Ra~s' by 7 over lhe: Giants; Vikdone was tolerate the overbear- tually enjoyable to watch . No ings by 3 over the Eagles :, Saints
ing 'sportscaster. But not an~· Howard ranting and raving by 7 over the 49ers : Dolphins ,by ·
more.
about . this,, oi; th~t~ 'fhere . was 6 over the Jiedskins ; Jets by 3
A( the start ·bn;isi seasdn·. ~h~ Jack Bucl:c ~itry. ;h l~ ,iJStW'l;. !~~··r}? ver !h~_-,Colts;l Chiefs byj3 over ,, ·
Mutural Radio Network began to piece of.. play-by-play' and Hank · lhe Bills : Browns by 1 oyer the ,,
broadcast the Monday Night Stram who was excellent on the Seahawks ; Raiders by 6 oyer the
games . And very soon after that . color. did ..Ao~,ey.i::~· ~~is~J)~~J1 Broncos ; St~l~rs J>y 1· over the
came a new fad : Tune out Meridith :· 11'1:'ie, -.· Dana~roo .. was Oilers ;;; Cbafgers 'hy 4 over the
Howard .
always my favorite . But the Bears.
·
Each week more and more absence of Howard's big mouth
TH E G OLDE N Q:U A l L
~pie were shutting . off the,;' OJ,Jt"'.e!ghelthis loss '. ~ : - ; ., MVAR·D goo~•tO thr ALL'~Stars
sound o'f their T.V and turning ,, ,.' So.' if yoti are going·"to ~atch ·" £of '-their ·wiri • in' the LM .. ·
on their radios. And what they Monday Night Football. and you volleyball tournament.
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YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN.' S IS· AT
'., -3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago •

sss:4.1?Q

.. ,·.

Rubber Boots · • Jeans • Leather Jackets
•Fatigue Pants •Ponchos •Down Jackets
, '.-~Field lockets •P-Coats · •Parkas •·Under Wear ''
.. ,,•Gloves •Bib Overalls ·•'Hats •Shoes

.._:::::;i:::; ,.

All-Stars Win
Volleyball Titl'e

AVAILABLE >".

DANSKI.N.
E61-DELUXE DOWN PARKA wt'nl HOOD

477-1918
All Locations
679_-9'5 77
2440 N.Lincoln, Chicago
49~7 W. Dempster, Skokie

BR:1N:G YOUR OLD
TEXTS
TO-. LIS · NOW 'OR
.
AT TME END OF THE
:$EM.ESTER - -- WE'LL .
PR1cEs · FoR
.

.

...

"'· .,Av'•_·roi> ;

.THENf ,·N·CASH!!!

HURRY

"JNJ,
'

• ' •

I

-'

•.. r.,

,

BECK~S BOOKSTORE
3405 W. Bryn-Mawr
(corner of Kimbar'I)
588-2770
Open Saturdays 9 to 1

.I

It was showdown time last· " ace~· ' and th~ ~·coi:,e ,was 9-5
Tuesday when the Stooges and . ' with' time running .out: The
the All-Stars got together to de- ' St9oges climbed to within one
termine who would become the point at 9-8 with less than 20
women intran'Iural volleyball seconds. But when a Stooges
: champs. Ttie'two teams h~d met ' 'dink''' went ollt of bounds it asearl,ier in the season. with the sured the All-Stars the cham. Stooges winning a close de- pionship . The All-Stars added
cision. History would not repeat , another point to make the final
. i~elf on this day.
.
·. , i0-8.'
.
.' '
' The Stooges captured the first
In the semi-finals both the Allof the best ofthree· game series. Stars and the Stooge~ had little
· by defeating the All-Stars 9-4 . problem with their: opponents:
The, game 'was tied at 3-3. w'hen . the 'QT' s and Unorganized ConCarmen Leyva got the serve for ' fusion respectively. , THe QT' s
the Stooges with four minutes made' thit playoffs by' v irtue of
remaining in the game. Carmen their one · ·g ame playoff with
finally' relinquished the ' serve. PEAK. .The final in . that game
but not before the Stooges had was a close 9-8.
reeeled off six imanswered ,:., fri 'lthe'' thil d 'place ' gk"rne the
points,. They coasted. fror'n there QT' s upset, Unorganized' contb'ari' ~asy 'victory.
' fusion. · by winning the first
~:,,:' ,,•; ,.,. · •,
game 9-5,, lqsing the, second 5-7.
· ., Bu't · the · Stooges had t o ,.,arid'tie_ing tne third' '6-6. But the
postpone any thoughts of a fact that QT' s had outscored
sweep. In the second game it · O.C. ·20-18 ·ga've them the con,. was - all ' All-S~ars . · Wfth Sue · :~so la ti.on title'. ' But
'<;onclusion
Noworolnik ana ' Evelynn it was 'an ALL-Star day. ·
Weatherspoon leading the way:,•'.,;
Print Power Ratings
the All-Stars crushed the hapless
1. All Stars ( 11-1)
Stooges 16-0.
2. Stooges (11-·u ·
So it came down to the fina l · 3. Unc>rgariizeo 't: onfusion t 6-6 l
, -game. And it was some game. · .' 4. QT''s (6-7 ) .· ·
·•,'.•
The · Stooges rebounded from ·5. PEAK ( 4-7 )
·•
· the· second game sheilacking and 6. Rahs ( 2-8)
jum~d to a 2-0 lead. Following 7. Porn-Prims ( 2-8)
a great volley where each team 8. Little Rascals ( 2-8).
had a chance to win the · point:
A special 'thanks should go to
the All-Stars surged to a 4-2 Dr. John Waechter and Betty
lead. The lead surged to 9-3 with Guzik for _all the ~ork they did
less than two minutes remain- to get this · intramural activity
ing, and it looked as though the off the ground . This was done
All-Stars had it clinched. This is despite the moutning odds
when Vicky Avers took over the against them . To them a big
Vicky got two. qui<;iy •,•,TMIAiNKS.t , ,·. •, ;, ,·,'<
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Eagles Fly To
3 ln a Row

The women's basketball team.
repaying two of their losses
from last year. has opened to
their best s tart ever as they
coasted to their first three wins.
The women Golden Eagles take
their 3-0 record to Peoria to take
on Illinois Central College. This
fo llow s a convincing _66-53 victory over Wright Junior College.
The Eagles got their first victory of the young season last
Nov. 16 against Loyola. Last
year the Eagles dropped a close
one to the Ramblers 56-53. but
this year the Eagles would not
be denied their revenge. The
score at the half? UNI 38 Loyola
3. The Ramblers did shoot better
in the second half scroing 15
points to the Eagles 18 as
Northeastern crushed Loyola
56-18.
The second victory of the
season a lso paid back an old
score. Last year the Eagles lost
to Chicago State by 6 and felt
they could have won the game .
CSU jumped out to an early
lead. but only because the Eagle
shooting was cold. not because
the Cougars were that good. As
e xpected the Eagle attack
caught fire and the Eagles. who
only led ,33-29 at the half. blew
the game wide open as they
scored 10 unanswered points and
led 43-29. The Eagles coasted

from their to a easy 7346 win.
High scorers for the Eagles
were Ka ren Reykjalin 117 ptsl .
Sheree Jones 115 pts. I. and
Michelle Rotondo I 11 pts.) .
The Eagles notched their third
victory last Wednesday against
Wright. It was the Golden
Eagles all the way. Wright had
an early 8-5 lead. but this is
when Michelle Rotondo went towork. She scored the next three
times down the court. as the
Eagles -took the lead. a lead they
would never relinquish. Shades
of the Loyola game. the Eagles
blew out to a 35-14 halftime lead.
The lead bulged to as much as
30 points as the Eagles began to
substitute freely . Coach Lewis
said. " The most important thing
about a game like this is that
everyone played.· ·
The Eagles won handily 66-53.
Leading the scroing for the
second str:aight game was Karen
Reykjalin ( 17 pts. I. Also in double figures were Francine
Porter ( 11 pts. I and Michelle
Rotondo ( 10 pts.) . '
The Eagles have great success
thus far, especially against old
nemisis. But SIU-Edwardsville
and DePaul are coming up. This
brings to mind the old adage.
"Revenge is sweet. except when
it backfires." But the way the
Eagles are playing. it is. doubtful
. whether it will ever sputter.

The All-Stars captured the J.M. volleyball tournament. Details on page 1I. ( photo by Dean Paul)

Ea·gles Shot Down
The Golden Eagles dropped every long, because the Eagles Eagles have their firrst home
two out of three over this past got shot down last Tuesday. this
game December 14.
holiday weekend, thus evening time to St. Jose of Rensalear.
UNI (78)
their record at 2-2. The Eagles Ind.
Dougles 5 · 0-0 ; Walsh 7 ~9 23;
went - into the Thanksgiving
Coach Schultz said of this
Dillard 4 0-0 8; Sawyer 8 5-9 21;
weekend with a 1-0 record. this game. " We didn't play our Everett 3 0-0 6; Peppers O 2-2 2;
following a 86-68 drubbing of ballgame."
Schaefer 1 0-0 6 ; Shiman 1 0-1 2:
Lakeland. But it was the Eagles
It was St. Joes from the openSampson 2 0-0 4. 31 16-21 78.
turn to be drubbed this weekend. ing tip to the final horn as they
St. Norberts (68)
Last Friday the Golden Eagles eased to a 111-77 victory. St. Van Deurzen 3 5-8 11 ;· La
traveled to Ames. Iowa to take Joes scored on the opening tip
Violette 10 1-2 21: Dwyer 5 7-11
on Iowa State. It was quite evi- . and never trailed as they opened
17; Johnson I 6-6 8; Hlara 3 0-0
d~nt that the Eagles were play- a 56-31 halftime lead. St. Joes
6; De Groht O 3-4 3; Wolfe 1 0-0
ing way out of their league. had five players in double
2; 23 ,22-31 68
Coach John Schultz said. about figures compared with two for
Total fouls: UNI 21. St. N. 18.
Iowa State. " they were too the Eagles, although Marcus
Fouled out ( Dillard. Walsh)
much for us." And they were too Dillard of UNI was high scorer
Halftime UNI 36 St. N. 33.
UNI (771 .
much for the Division II NAIA in the game with 18 points. .
Golden Eagles as NCAA
Before they made the trip. the
Dougles 3 2-2 8; Walsh 1 0-2 2;
Division I Iowa State ,crushed Eagles knew that they would bE
Dillard 9 0-0 18; Sawyer 3 5-7 11;
the Eagles 129-69.
spending their Thanksgiving
Everett 3 0-0 6; Peppers 1 1-1 3;
- holiday in three different states.
Schaefer 1 1-2 3; Shiman 1 0-0 2;
Sampson 3 2-2 8; Smith 1 2-2 4;
But the Eagles did not give up. But what they didn' t know wru;
Getting on a bus immediately that in two of these states the
Turner 3 1-2 7; Prenner 1 2-2 4;
following the game. the Eagles people eat Eagle instead - of
McGinley O 1-2 a TOTALS 30
17-24 77 St. Joes' < 111)
traveled all the way to Dupere turkey.
Wisconsin for a game the followThe Eagles next games are · Katss 7 0-0 14; Thomas 1 3-5 5;
ing evening against St. Norberts. both in Wisconsin where t~
Sims 6 2-5 14; Downey 8 0-0 16;
This game saw the Eagles down Eagles have found it to be to- Brown 6 1-2 13; Michaels 3 2-3 8:
by 10 in the second half. but their liking. winning both of
Smith 6 1-1 13; Myer 3 2-2 8:
rallied to a 78-68 win. mainly on their games in the Badger state.
Smith 1 2-2 4; Kapka 1 0-0 2: M.
the hot shooting by Dennis But their next two opponents
Donohoe 14-46; S. Donohoe 4 0-0
Walsh ( 23 pts:. game highl and will be extremely difficult. The· 8 TOTALS 47 17-27 lll
Eric Sawyer ( 21 pts. ).
Eagles play Whitewater on
Total fouls UNI 22 St. J. 19.
This put the Eagles season Saturday and Nationally ranked
Fouled out (none) Ha ff time St.
J . 56 UNI 31. .
mark to 2-1. But that did not last Wis .-Green Bay on Mo~ay. The

Charlie Bliss who hit 58o/c of his passes was named Most Valuable
Offensive player in· the Illini-Badget Conference. ( photo by Dean
Paul}
·

5 Eagles Make
All-Conference
Ttie Illini-Badger conference
recently announced their allconference team. Five players
from this year' s UNI team were
chosen.
Leading the way was Charlie
Bliss. Not only was Bliss named
all-conference, but he was also
named Offensive Player of the
year by the conference.
Other's who made the allconference team included wide
receiver Bob Gloppe who had 55
receptions and 10 touchdowns.
Als o on offense was Lou
Marseco whose stalwart blocking was a mainstay in the Eagle

offensive line.
Two Eagles were chosen to
the defensive squad. Mik~
Rogers who had 31 tackles and
92 assists. leading the Eagles
was chosen as a linebacker. And
at safety, Ed Miklasz. Ed had 26
tackles and, 40 assists along with
4 interceptions.
The Eagles also had Ray
Meinsen. second leading receiver on the team. named
" honorable mention."
Of all of these players only
Rogers. who is a senior, will not
be returning, so the outlook for
next year is bright.
j'

Sue Noworolnik goes up for a spike against the Stooges. ( photo by De~ Paul)

